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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

The study of eﬃcient mechanisms of photon conversion processes
into electronic, thermal and chemical energy is an interdisciplinary
research ﬁeld spanning physics, chemistry and material science. In
recent years, diﬀerent physical mechanisms sustained by the engineering of diverse complex photonic structures have emerged to
oﬀer signiﬁcant advances in the area of thermal energy generation,
photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical energy transformation.
The eﬃcient behavior of these systems results from the integration,
with diﬀerent levels of complexity, of dielectric and metallic optical
nanostructures into hierarchical disordered architectures, which
have shown to signiﬁcantly improve broadband light-harvesting,
electronic charges extraction and light energy conﬁnement. The
review aims to concisely highlight the most recent progress in this
ﬁeld, with emphasis on discussing the physics and applications of
complex lightwave systems for the realization of eﬃcient processes
of photon energy harvesting.
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Introduction

In recent decades, the study of new physical mechanisms for solar energy
harvesting has gained increasing attention from both academia and industry.
Complementing traditional research lines in photovoltaics, new avenues have
appeared in the area of thermal and chemical fuel synthesis, implemented
with a variety of novel physical devices based on complex light-matter interactions occurring in photothermal, photocatalytic, and photoelectrochemical
(PEC) cells [1–4]. This research holds great promise in delivering a future
energy technology that is completely clean and possessing zero or negligible
environmental impact [5–7].
By imitating the complex physical process occurring in the plant photosynthesis, light harnessing oﬀers the attractive possibility to provide large scale
and long-lasting energy storage via low-cost chemical feedstocks, which are
well beyond the capabilities of conventional batteries and can overcome the
traditional energy bottleneck of fossil fuels [8,9].
The research in this ﬁeld is mainly boosted by a mature understanding of
complex physical mechanisms occurring in nanoscale structures, combined
with the development of low-cost materials that possess reduced activation
energy for the occurrence of the necessary chemical reactions. In the design
and realization of systems that aim at an eﬃcient energy conversion process,
harnessing broadband light photons is the ﬁrst and foremost step. The study
of this problem has stimulated the realization of almost ideal optical structures
for broadband absorption and electron-photons carrier dynamics, which also
led to the realization of new types of optical sources for diﬀerent types of
applications [10]. Research on innovative architectures for thermal energy
conversion led to the development of nanostructures with near-unity photonto-phonon conversion rates [11].
In semiconductors based PEC cells for photon-to-chemical energy conversion, new studies in surface texturing with complex optical reﬂectors
allowed to address long-standing issues originated from interface losses on
photoelectrodes [12].
Another beneﬁt discovered from the use of complex photonic nanostructures is the possibility to eﬀectively decrease the carrier collection
distance without compromising the photon absorption rate, providing
a signiﬁcant advantage to physical systems relying on photon-to-electron
energy conversion processes [13]. In this ﬁeld, recent works showed that the
design of suitable photonic structures can signiﬁcantly enhance the eﬃciency of the electronic carriers injection process for diﬀerent chemical
reactions employed in the production of solar fuels [14].
In this review, we aim at providing a concise summary of the latest
work in the ﬁeld, summarizing the recent advances in solar thermal
steam generation and water puriﬁcation, plasmonic-based catalysis, and
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PEC cells for the synthesis of solar fuels. The review focuses to describe
the physics of diﬀerent complex photonic designs and their integration
into new types of enhanced solar energy harvesters based on disordered
structures, including hierarchical and porous media, gels (aerogels and
hydrogels), metasurfaces, multiscale epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) materials,
black silicon, and hybrid antenna-reactor systems with plasmonic
metals. We also comment on the strategies suggested for developing
new physical applications of energy conversion beyond traditional
harvesting.

Results
Solar water desalination

The scarcity of freshwater is listed by the United Nations (UN) ‘among the
main problems to be faced by many societies and the World in the XXIst
century’ [15], and solar desalination is widely regarded as one of the most
promising technologies to address this issue [16–20].
The main idea is to capture solar energy through a suitably designed volumetric or planar solar absorber, which transform solar radiation into thermal
energy that can be subsequently used to enhance the evaporation rate of water
from liquid to steam [21]. Thanks to evaporation, seawater or any water in
principle can be puriﬁed and distilled, obtaining scalable quantities of freshwater
with a piece of simple technological equipment and limited costs.
The main diﬀerence between volumetric and planar conﬁgurations is the
contact area between the ﬂuid and the absorbing material, resulting in two
diﬀerent heating modes. In volumetric heating, the absorber is composed by
a volumetric object directly immersed into the bulk liquid. In planar conﬁned surface heating, conversely, the absorbing structure is realized with
a two-dimensional structure, which is thermally insulated from the liquid to
maximize the water evaporation rate at the surface.
Volumetric heating can reduce surface heat loss if compared to twodimensional conﬁgurations and it is considered of great potential to increase
the energy conversion eﬃciencies of future solar desalination systems [22–24].
However, volumetric absorbers can also induce additional channels of energy
loss for the volume of liquid that is not directly irradiated, and that does not
contribute to steam generation [25]. Interfacial evaporation schemes, on the
other hand, avoid thermal energy waste caused by heating the entire liquid body
without contributing to the steam generation, but require to design optimized
structures to achieve high eﬃciencies [26].
In recent years, research interests in this ﬁeld grew up considerably, and
many diﬀerent strategies have been proposed to reach almost unitary
eﬃciencies in water productions. In this section, we summarized the latest
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advances in this ﬁeld for diﬀerent structurally engineered light-to-thermal
materials and physical mechanisms used to increase the performances by
enhancing the processes of light capturing, photon-to-phonon conversion,
heat energy conﬁnement and water supply management.
By leveraging on enhanced light-to-thermal conversion via resonant lightmatter interactions, plasmonic nanomaterials have been widely explored for
developing solar-based evaporation system. When an intense ﬂux of incoming
photons impinges on metallic nanostructures, three main physical events occur:
i) near ﬁeld enhancement, ii) hot carrier excitation, and iii) photothermal
conversion [27]. During stages i)-ii), electrons in the metal are promoted from
the Fermi level to higher bands thanks to impinging photons of high energy. The
kinetic energy acquired by these ‘hot’ electrons is then redistributed through
electron-electron collision, resulting in the rapid heating of the metallic structures near the surface. The thermal energy transfers via electron-phonon energy
collisions occur at a characteristic (fast) time scale of few ps, followed by phonon
to phonon energy relaxation on the (slow) time scale of few hundreds of ps. The
eﬃciency of this process of light-to-thermal conversion can be close to the unit
in noble metals [28].
This process of photon-to-heat dissipation is typically considered detrimental
for most of the optoelectronic applications, as it leads to high optical losses
[27,29]. In solar desalination, on the contrary, this phenomenon is discovered to
be advantageous, as it leads to an eﬃcient process of energy transfer between
photons and water vapor . Key to obtain optimized designs is the realization of
broadband plasmonic absorbers, which can capture a vast portion of the solar
radiation spectrum via localized absorption resonances [30].
Typically, metallic nanoparticles such as gold (Au) or silver (Ag) can
capture solar energy from a relatively narrow band located near their
resonant peaks in the visible, limiting the exploitation of the full solar energy
for thermal conversion. Various successful techniques emerged to broadening these narrow plasmonic resonances through creation and manipulation of complex hybrid modes. In 2016, Zhou et al. [11] implemented
a hierarchical solar absorber by using three-dimensional plasmonic structures based on aluminium (Al), illustrated in Figure 1(a,b).
The light-absorbing structure presented in the work of Zhou et al. is
composed of randomly nanostructured and free-standing anodic aluminium oxide membrane (AAM) (Figure 1(b)), with close-packed aluminium
nanoparticles (Al-NPs) possessing radii from 5 nm to 30 nm and deposited
on the inner surface of each aluminium oxide (Al2 O3 ) tube (Figure 1(c–f)).
Figure 1(g) reports the absorption of Al-based plasmonic absorbers and
shows eﬃcient broadband absorption in the wavelength range between 200
nm and 2500 nm. Such broadband absorptive performance is enabled by
diﬀerent physical mechanisms. The ﬁrst contribution comes from the complex porous nanostructures formed on the surface of the anodic aluminium
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Figure 1. (a) The idea of a solar water system based on the 3D aluminium based plasmonic
structure. (b) The schematic demonstration of the complex aluminium plasmonic nanoparticles
decorated aluminium oxide membrane structure for improved solar desalination. (c-d) Top and
cross-section scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images set of complex hierarchical Al-NP
structure. (e-f) Magniﬁed SEM of panel d. (g) Experimental and simulated absorption of
hierarchical Al-NP plasmonic absorber. (h) Corresponding steam generation rate under various
sun irradiation conditions. Adapted with permission from [11]. Copyright 2016 Nature
Publishing Group.

oxide membrane, which reduces the eﬀective refractive index and induces
anti-reﬂection properties [31]. The second eﬀect originates from light
trapped in the porous Al channels, characterized by a dense array of Al
nanospheres of diﬀerent sizes, which act as a heterogeneous metallic network possessing plasmonic resonances at diﬀerent frequencies, further
widening the absorption range. The third contribution is generated from
the natural oxidation of aluminium NPs, which modiﬁes the eﬀective
dielectric index of the tube, extending the absorption spectrum to the
infrared region [32].
Figure 1(h) shows the solar desalination eﬃciency of the device under various
optical power input conditions. The eﬃciency is measured as follows:
η¼

_ LV
mh
Copt P0

(1)

_ denotes the mass ﬂux change rate, hLV is the enthalpy of liquid–
where m
vapour phase change, Copt the optical concentration factor and P0 the
standard illumination power at one sun condition. The solar desalination
unit based on the complex hierarchical Al structure exhibits a water desalination rate of 5.7 kg  m2  h1 , which is equivalent to 88.4% light-to-heat
conversion rate, at the energy input of four suns. At one sun illumination,
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Figure 2. (a) Three-dimensional sketch of the metasurface consisted of dark nanoparticles. (b)
Digital image of a realized sample after three weeks of continuous use and the scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) image of the porous paper structure embedded with gold nanoparticles. (c) The absorption spectrum of dark nanoparticles based metasurface. (d) Solar-tothermal eﬃciency as a function of the input intensity. (e-f) Nanoparticles recycling experiments.
Adapted with permission from [33]. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH.

the device shows an evaporation rate of 1 kg  m2  h1 , with an eﬃciency of
58%. Through the use of these physical eﬀects, this low cost plasmonic solar
evaporator demonstrates high eﬃciencies and high thermal durability.
More recent work explores the use of ultra-black plasmonic absorbers
[33]. The authors created an ultra-thin (200 nm thick) black-body metasurface by engineering reusable Au nanoparticles into ﬂoating paper substrates (Figure 2(a)). Dark nanoparticles are chemically synthesized by
connecting a gold nanosphere on the sidewall of a gold nanorod and
exhibit almost ideal black-body performances [10]. This speciﬁc geometry
allows wide-band incident electromagnetic energy to be accumulated in
the assembling point between the rod part and the sphere part of each
dimer, regardless of light input conditions such as polarization and
launching angle.
The solar desalination system based on this speciﬁc dark metasurface
(Figure 2(b)) reports water evaporation rate of 1.2 kg  m2  h1 under
natural solar irradiation. Compared with the performance of AAM based
solar evaporator system, the metasurface based desalination system
demonstrates broadband near unit light absorption (Figure 2(c)) and
solar-to-heat eﬃciencies around 90% under the illumination condition
of 2.3 suns (Figure 2(d)). The authors of [33] developed a nanoparticle
recycling procedure containing steps of dissolution, chilling and centrifugation, reporting up to 98% recycling rate for large-scale implementation
of this desalination technology (Figure 2(e,f)).
Nonmetallic photothermal media, including various types of carbon compounds, semiconductors and polymers, have been widely explored for solar-
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driven evaporation due to their ﬂexibility on processing methods, wide-band
response and large-scale availability.
Generally, planar nonmetallic photon-absorbers are incapable of reaching broadband absorption values beyond 95% at visible frequencies, due to
appreciable reﬂection losses occurring on the material surface.
The application of complex photonic nanostructures proves to be an eﬀective
way to address the issue of optical losses, also extending the material capabilities
to achieve eﬃcient heat conﬁnement within isolated small volumes of matter . In
[34], the authors developed a solar steam generation system by placing exfoliated
graphite on top of carbon foam (Figure 3(a)), achieving 97% absorption across
the solar spectrum between the wavelengths of 200 nm and 2500 nm, obtaining
65% and 85% of solar steam generation eﬃciency at one and ten suns illumination conditions, respectively (Figure 3(b)). Broadband absorption enhancement
is attributed to the 5 mm thick, complex microporous features formed on the
material surface by accumulating exfoliated graphite ﬂakes. These multi-scale
complex structures act as index matching media, eﬀectively suppressing reﬂection losses. In 2016, the follow-up work from the same group [21] reported
a ﬂoating solar evaporation system, which can generate 100 Celsius water steam
under natural solar irradiation. This performance results by combining
a spectrally selective light absorber with low thermal emittance, with complex
porous material networks that trigger heat localization inside the pores, suppressing heat loss channels.

Figure 3. (a) The picture of a double-layer absorber composed of aggregated graphite powers
supported by a porous carbon foam. (b) Solar-to-thermal and water evaporating eﬃciency
under diﬀerent solar input conditions. Adapted with permission from [34]. Copyright 2014
Nature Publishing Group. (c) Schematic illustration of the black surface obtained by ﬂametreated wood. (d) Scanning microscopy image of the ﬂame-treated wood surface. (e) Steam
production rates and evaporation eﬃciencies of ﬂame-treated wood-based solar evaporation
system under diﬀerent solar illuminations. Adapted with permission from [24]. Copyright 2017
American Chemical Society.
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As described in the recent work of [35], a current key challenge for the
broader application of carbon-based water desalination system is to reduce
the device cost further. One idea exploited is to use artiﬁcially carbonized
wood, which is naturally characterized by low thermal conductivity and
high absorption, as illustrated in the system of Figure 3(c) [24]. After
implementing an alcohol ﬂame treatment on natural woods, the disordered
nanostructures that arise on the wood surface (Figure 3(d)), lead to an
enhanced light trapping process by reducing the eﬀective refractive index
of the material. Combining this eﬀect with the capillarity force provided by
the natural porous channels of the wood, the resulting device demonstrates
72% solar desalination eﬃciency under one sun illumination, with a mass
evaporation rate of 1.05 kg  m2  h1 (Figure 3(e)).
To further optimize the performance of the wood-based solar water evaporator, some hybrid systems have been explored by incorporating plasmonic
nanoparticles and graphene oxides into the three-dimensional porous matrix
of the wood. The resulting solar water evaporation system reports 85% solar
conversion eﬃciency with 11.8 kg  m2  h1 under 10 kW  m2 irradiation
for plasmonic absorber [36], and 83% solar conversion eﬃciency with 10.08 kg 
m2  h1 under 12 kW  m2 irradiation for graphene oxides absorber [37].
Compared to pure carbon-based solar harvesters, carbonized wood absorbers
and carbonized wood-based composites exhibit signiﬁcantly higher performances. Further engineering structural disorder shows to be a promising
route in these media for further boosting the device performances.
Nonmetallic materials and semiconductors, due to their characteristic
stability to ageing [38], have been largely investigated as light absorber for
solar desalination systems. By exploiting nonradiative relaxation processes
of photon-generated carriers, semiconductors with suitably designed bandgap can harvest photons from a broad spectral frequency range, eﬃciently
generating heat for photothermal applications [39,40].
Many research eﬀorts are currently devoted to studying semiconducting
material characterized by narrow bandgap and high thermal stability, such as
black nanoscale titanium sesquioxide (Ti2 O3 ) [41]. The ﬁrst solar water evaporation system based on Ti2 O3 nanoparticles was ﬁrstly reported by Wang
et al. in 2017 [38]. The authors created nanoscale particles by scaling down
commercial titanium sesquioxide (Ti2 O3 ) powders through a ball milling process of 24 hours. The resulting Ti2 O3 NPs are then deposited on a cellulose
membrane (Figure 4(a)), forming a double-layer photothermal ﬁlm characterized by random nanoparticles aggregates (Figure 4(b)). The improved light
absorption performance of nanoscale Ti2 O3 particles in Figure 4(d) results
from two factors. The ﬁrst is the reduced bandgap of particle produced via
ball mining, which broadens the spectral absorption window of the photon
absorber (Figure 4(c)). The second is the complex surface nanostructure
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Figure 4. (a) Image of a black membrane created by loading Ti2 O3 nano-particles into cellulose
membrane. (b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) cross-section image showing the porous
structure of the black membrane of panel a. (c) Illustration of processes of electron-hole
excitation and relaxation in a typical semiconductor (left) and in Ti2 O3 nano-particles (right).
(d) Reﬂection spectra of TiO2 , graphite, commercial Ti2 O3 powder, and Ti2 O3 nanoparticles.
Adapted with permission from [38]. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH. (e) Schematic illustration of 3D
cup-shaped solar evaporator and enhanced light trapping process. Adapted with permission
from [104]. Copyright 2018 Cell Publishing Group. (f) Schematic illustration of light reﬂection
trajectories comparison between 2D planar ﬁlm and 3D-cone based system. Adapted with
permission from [43]. Copyright 2018 Royal Society of Chemistry.

network of the Ti2 O3 ﬁlm, which enhances light scattering and suppresses
surface reﬂections. Such a double-layer solar water evaporation system yields
1.32 kg  m2  h1 and 5.03 kg  m2  h1 under one sun and ﬁve suns illumination conditions, respectively.
Besides planar conﬁgurations, in recent years research groups explored
a variety of volumetric light absorbers based on three-dimensional structures.
In 2018, Shi. et al. [42] designed and implemented a three dimensional-cup
shaped solar-driven desalination system consisting of two parts: a thin-ﬁlm trimetallic ferrite oxygen carrier (CuFeMnO4 ), and a pigment (CuFeMnO4 )
loaded quartz glass ﬁbrous composite (PQC) ﬁlter membrane (Figure 4(e)).
Such conﬁguration supports multi-reﬂection of light within the cup cavity and
eﬀectively suppresses energy loss channels represented by diﬀused reﬂection and
radiative heat loss through the absorber wall. The solar desalination system with
3D PQC-made-wall structure can purify the wastewater at a rate of 2.04 kg 
m2  h1 under one sun irradiation condition, which is two times higher than
the system without 3D-PQC made wall structure [42].
Other similar work [43] exploits three-dimensional cone-shaped
photothermal structures (Figure 4(f)), implemented by depositing
absorbing organic polypyrrole (PPy) polymer on a ﬁlm of
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polyvinylidene ﬂuoride possessing a controllable surface porous complexity. With the help of an extended light scattering trajectory caused
by multi-reﬂections of light within the cones, this solar evaporator
exhibits an average 99.2% absorption rate across entire solar spectrum,
achieving 1.70 kg  m2  h1 of steam generation rate with 93.8% of
solar-to-thermal conversion eﬃciency at one sun condition. In comparison with planar controls, this 3D volumetric design eﬀectively increases
light absorption via enhanced multi-reﬂections, all the while preventing
heat losses generated from convective processes.
Polymeric hydrogels have recently emerged as a novel nonmetallic
platform that can integrate all necessary solar desalination functions,
such as light-harvesting, heat conﬁnement, thermal ﬂow and water
supply management, into a singular device architecture [44,45]. Work
from Zhao et al. [45] exploited hierarchically nanostructured hydrogel
(HNG) to implement highly eﬃcient solar steam generation systems.
Figure 5(a–c) shed light on the structure of HNG and the resulting solar
evaporator.
A typical HNG unit block is characterized by hierarchically distributed
internal gaps, with micron-sized channels and molecular meshes formed by
a network of polypyrrole hydrophilic polymer (Figure 5(d,e)). After coating
this complex polymeric skeleton with a photoactive polymer such as polypyrrole (PPy), the HNG samples exhibit a near-unity absorption over the
full solar spectrum (Figure 5(f)). In this structure, the photo-generated heat
is directly delivered to the water stored in each micron-sized mesh pore,
avoiding the heat exchange between heat conﬁning regions and the larger
water body. With rapid water diﬀusion and replenishment enabled by
capillary pumping, the HNG based evaporation device sustains a steam
generation rate of 3.2 kg  m2  h1 under one sun radiation (Figure 5(g)),
exceeding the conventional theoretical limit of 1.65 kg  m2  h1 at one sun
condition calculated at standard evaporation conditions [46].
The same group, in 2019, further incorporated semiconductor nanoparticles (titanium sesquioxide) into sponge-like hydrogel matrix (Figure 6(a–d))
to improve the solar energy conﬁnement process, resulting in enhanced 3.6
kg  m2  h1 solar desalination rate under one sun radiation with 90%
utilization eﬃciency [47]. A similar sponge shaped aerogel constructed by
randomly aggregated hollow-carbon-nanotubes is reported by Mu et al. in
2019 [48] (Figure 6(e–g)), fulﬁlling 99% broadband solar absorption and
86.8% solar-to-heat conversion eﬃciency under one sun irradiation condition
with mass evaporation rate of 1.5 kg  m2  h1 . Thanks to a controllable
structure porosity with a low materials ﬁlling ratio and light weight, hydrogel
composites present an attractive class of materials platform for eﬃcient solar
water treatment.
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Figure 5. (a) The concept of ﬂoating hierarchically nanostructured gel (HNG) based solar
evaporator. (b) Graphic illustration of the various physical processes for solar vapour generation
happened in the ﬂoating HNG. (c) The ampliﬁed schematic illustrations for the indicated
locations in panel b. (d-e) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of structured gel features
at diﬀerent scales. (f) Absorption spectra of 1 mm thick HNG sheets formed by various weight
ratios of polypyrrole/polyvinyl alcohol (PPy/PVA). (g) Corresponding steam generation and
energy conversion eﬃciency at one sun illumination. Adapted with permission from [45].
Copyright 2018 Nature Publishing Group.

Photocatalytic processes for solar fuel production

Photocatalysis is a sustainable and clean process to exploit solar energy for
producing clean chemical fuels, such as hydrogen and various forms of
hydrocarbon compounds [49–53]. In the past, a vast majority of systems has
been focused on semiconductor materials. The primary limit of these
structures is to suﬀer from ageing instabilities, especially when operating
in liquid environments [54]. To explore possible alternatives, photocatalysis
driven or mediated by photon-excited hot carriers generated in complex
plasmonic media emerged as a promising research direction [27,55] . Hot
electrons generated from the decay of surface plasmons possess step-wise
distributions with energy extending well above the Fermi level, and are
suﬃciently energetic to drive diﬀerent reactions for synthesizing solar
fuels [56,57].
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Figure 6. (a) Image of light absorbing sponge hydrogel (LASH) formed by nanoparticles
(titanium sesquioxide) decorating a polymer (polyvinyl alcohol). (b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images showing the porous structure characters of LASH. (c-d) corresponding
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping of carbon (red) and titanium (blue).
Adapted with permission from [47]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (e) Digital
image comparisons of conjugated microporous polymer carbon aerogels (CMPCA) and conjugated microporous polymer aerogels (CMPA) for solar water desalination. (f-g) Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images of local structures of CMPCA. Adapted with permission from
[48]. Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH.

The main challenge for the utilization of hot electrons is their ultra-short
lifetime resulted by the massive electrons interactions occurring at the
femtosecond time scale. The key to tackle this problem is to maximize the
hot-carriers generation rate, which is directly correlated with the light
absorption capability of the metallic materials via surface plasmonic resonances. Resonances are generated by collective oscillations of valence electrons, created when the frequency of incoming photons matches the
intrinsic frequency of surface electrons of metallic materials. Through this
coupling process, the energy carried by incident photons is captured and
localized into a nanoscale area of the metal surface. After the electromagnetic energy is trapped, plasmon resonances are in generally damped via
nonradiative recombination within a time frame of 1–100 fs.
Energetic electrons and holes generated through the process of plasmon
energy decaying typically stay within metal, as the work function they need
to overcome to be emitted in the continuum is larger than the energy gained
from oscillating plasmons. After extensive scattering processes, excited
carriers interact with phonons and dissipate their energy via lattice vibration
and heat (Figure 6(a–d)) [27]. When molecules and chemical species are
adsorbed on the metal surface, or when a junction is formed on the metal
surface by an adjacent semiconductor layer, a fraction of energetic carriers
can be injected into the orbital of adsorbed chemical ion or in the conduction band of a semiconductor without losing energy. The energy barrier of
Schottky junction formed at the interface is beneﬁcial to trap excited hot
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carriers and accordingly extend the carriers lifetime. Such carriers with
extended lifetime are then able to participate in diﬀerent types of chemical
reactions [58–60].
The pioneering work demonstrating photocatalytic water splitting from
a singular integrated hot-carrier-based plasmonic device was reported by
Mubeen et al [61]. The authors realized a freestanding plasmonic photocatalytic unit by selectively depositing TiO2 thin ﬁlm on top of a gold (Au)
nanorod and then decorating the platinum (Pt) nanoparticles atop TiO2 as
H2 co-catalysts. The authors then used cobalt oxide (CoOx ) on the exposed

Figure 7. (a) Localized plasmon resonance excitation under the light illumination. (b) Schematic
illustration of the nonthermal distribution of hot carrier population over the 1 to 100 fs range
after plasmonic excitation. (c) Schematic illustration of redistribution of hot carriers population
via electron-electron collision process over 100 fs to 1 ps. (d) Schematic illustration of energy
dissipation of hot carriers in 100 ps to 10 ns time range via the thermal conduction process with
surrounding environment. Adapted with permission from [27]. Copyright 2015 Nature
Publishing Group. (e) Time scale of processes of plasmon-induced hot carrier excitation,
extraction, and thermalization with/without an adsorbate or a semiconductor. Adapted with
permission from [30]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 8. (a) The sketch of a unit gold (Au) nanorod hot-carrier water splitting device with
highlighting photo-excited hot carrier dynamics in the structure. (b) Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images of a fabricated Au nanorod based device. (c-d) the TEM images of
ampliﬁed regions indicated in panel b. (e) H2 production rate under visible light illumination for
each 6-hours time interval. (f) Measured product ratio of oxygen and hydrogen under three
suns illumination. Adapted with permission from [61]. 2013 Nature Publishing Group.

sides of Au nanorod as oxygen evolution co-catalyst (Figure 8(a)). The TEM
images in Figure 8(b–d) demonstrate the structure, composition and thickness of each layer in a device unit.
When solar light interacts with the system, hot carriers are initially
created via localized surface plasmon supported in the Au nanorod, and
a fraction of electron-hole pairs with energy above the Fermi level is
captured into the conduction band of TiO2 . These hot electrons are
then injected into 2 nm Pt co-catalysts and react with the protons in a
1M potassium borate electrolyte to form H2 molecules. Hot holes are
conversely delivered to the CoOx co-catalysts deposited on the sides of
each nanorod to react with water and produce O2 .
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The reported solar-to-chemical conversion eﬃciency of the freestanding
plasmonic water splitting device is 0.1%, which is comparable to the eﬃciency of photosynthesis of many plants [62]. This work stimulated a large
body of literature to improve the eﬃciency of hot carriers photocatalysis.
Results are driven by developing new insights into the physics of solar light
absorption, hot carrier generation, and hot carriers extraction. Research
shows that an important factor comes from the plasmonic geometry,
which can be engineered to trap a broad frequency spectrum, contrary to
the response of basic conﬁgurations such as spheres, rods or wires, which
possess one or two absorption peaks in the visible.
In 2015, follow-up work from the same group [63] demonstrated
a panchromatic system by mixing gold nanorods with diﬀerent aspect ratios
in a stacked-plate conﬁguration to realize the broadband solar light absorption. In this stacked conﬁguration, the solar spectrum is matched by the
continuous series of resonance peaks resulted from a combination of various nanorods with randomly distributed orientations . The reported quantum eﬃciency of this conﬁguration reaches 0.3%.
Besides the light absorption factor, theoretical work shows that the hot
carriers generation rate is highly correlated to the amplitude of the electromagnetic ﬁeld localized on the metallic surface [64]. Although the combination of the various aspect ratio of conventional plasmonic geometries can
fulﬁl multifrequency absorption, it does not produce broadband electromagnetic ﬁeld localization in the same spatial point, but conversely scatters
the absorbed frequencies in diﬀerent spatial locations. Based on this observation, recent work [65] reported a highly eﬃcient structure based on
a complex three-dimensional network of epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) plasmonic nanoresonators, characterized by random aggregates of multiscale
metallic needles (Figure 9(b)). The plasmonic photocatalyst for H2 production is realized by a ENZ=TiO2 =Pt heterojunction (Figure 9(a)). When
broadband photons impinge on the complex ENZ material, broadband
plasmon polaritons are excited and become trapped in ENZ regions,
where their group velocity vanishes. In this structure, the ENZ regions are
created in correspondence to the sharp convex points of the structured
material, generating broadband localized electrical ﬁelds and facilitating
broadband hot carrier production.
Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) measurements experimentally
conﬁrmed the broadband light squeezing eﬀect visually shown in Figure 9
(c–f). Due to the near-unit broadband absorption and the extremely highﬁeld conﬁnement eﬀect of this structure, ENZ plasmonic photocatalyst leads
to a 0.8% quantum eﬃciency and 9.5 μmol  h1  cm2 solar hydrogen
evolution rate at one sun illumination, which demonstrates a signiﬁcant
improvement in the solar-to-hydrogen conversion eﬃciency comparing
with periodic geometries-based plasmonic photocatalysts. The manufacturing
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Figure 9. (a) Mechanisms of hot carrier excitation and transferring in Epsilon-Near-Zero (ENZ)
based plasmonic photocatalyst. (b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a ENZ sample
morphology. (c-f) Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) plasmon mapping at 1.6, 1.9, 2.1,
and 2.5 eV of nanotip features of the disorder ENZ structure. Adapted with permission from [65].
Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH; (g) Graphic illustration of an individual nanopatch unit used to
assembly a complex nanopatch metasurface. (h) Image of a metasurface ﬁlm. (i) SEM image of
the indicated point in panel h. Adapted with permission from [68]. Copyright 2017 Nature
Publishing Group.

of the plasmonic photocatalyst of [65] employs an industry-level electroplating fabrication method, ready for scaling up.
Theoretical research on the dynamics of hot carrier shows that excited
hot electrons are typically divided into two subpopulations: nonthermal
carriers characterized by a step-wise distribution, and thermal carriers
possessing the standard Fermi-Dirac distribution [27,66,67]. As the energy
of thermal hot carriers is relative low, eﬃcient applications are typically
designed by leveraging on nonthermal hot carriers.
Recent work [68] reported a complex nanopatch geometry implemented
by assembling polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) coated sliver (Ag) nanocube on
thin Al2 O3 coated gold (Au) ﬁlm (Figure 9(g)). This structure selectively
enhances the generation of nonthermal hot carriers, as veriﬁed by the
authors via transient absorption spectroscopy measurements. The metasurface made by the complex nanopatch plasmonic unit exhibits a broadband
absorption by providing highly concentrated electrical ﬁeld hot spots via
multipolar plasmonic resonant modes and interband transitions. The
authors demonstrated that the random orientation of the nanopatch the
ﬁlm widens the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the plasmonic resonance of 200 nm, further increasing the nonthermal production rate of hot
electrons.
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Typically, hot electrons generated in plasmonic media are able to
participate in chemical reactions if they are extracted out from the
metal and delivered to adsorbed ions within tens to hundreds of fs,
on a time scale faster than the carrier relaxation [27,30]. To extract
electronic carriers eﬃciently in short times, their spatial distribution is
an essential factor, as it determines preferential directions for hot
carriers extraction. Recently, Cortes et al. [69] reported an experimental
work to spatially trace, map and compare activities of chemical transformation of 4-nitrothiophenol (4-NTP) to 4-amino-thiophenol
(4-ATP), triggered by six hot electrons for diﬀerent complex sliver
plasmonic nanogeometries, with spatial resolutions down to 15 nm.
The results of this work [69] showed that hot electrons generation
and extraction are much stronger for sharp bow-tie nanostructures if
compared to rounded nanobars. The mapping result indicates that the
nanometric volume around sharp geometries is the region where hotcarriers driven chemical reactions are the most active. These results
conﬁrmed that the nanoscale conﬁnement of high-density carriers is
the precondition to drive multi-electrons chemical reactions, paving
a possible route to explore multiple high-energy electrons involved
catalytic reactions such as photocatalytic CO2 reductions, in plasmonic
metal-based systems.
In multi-path catalytic reactions such as carbon dioxide (CO2 ) hydrogenation, selective carbon monoxide oxidation, nitrogen ﬁxation and CO2
reduction, one of the most crucial ﬁgures of merit is the selectivity of the
desired reactive products [70] . Nanostructured plasmonic systems are
promising in this ﬁeld, as they exhibit a capability to modify reaction routes
that are kinetically inhibited in mild light illumination conditions [71].
Because the majority of plasmonic metals such as gold, silver, aluminium
have ﬁlled d-band, they show weak, or none, electronic couplings with
adsorbed reactant molecules. A strategy that has been explored is to integrate plasmonic metals with catalytic metals that have partially ﬁlled d-band.
This line of research introduced many hybrid photocatalysis systems consisting of plasmonic and catalytic metals including aluminium-palladium
(Al-Pd) antenna reactors [72], sliver cube coated by monolayer of platinum
[73], and rhodium nanocubes on Al2 O3 nanoparticles [74].
The author of [72] reported the ﬁrst proof-of-concept work on
a plasmonic-catalytic antenna-reactor composite unit (Figure 10(a)). The
structure is obtained by depositing plasmonic aluminium patches (100 nm)
decorated with catalytic Pd nano-spheres (10 nm) (Figure 10(b)) . The
electromagnetic energy is strongly localized by Al nanopatches and then
coupled to the adjacent Pd catalytic cites. This combined structure leads to
both improved light absorption and hot carrier production that can be
exploited by Pd catalyst.
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Figure 10. (a) Schematic illustration the bimetallic antenna-reactor system. (b) High-annular
dark-ﬁeld image (HAADF) of Pd islands decorated Al particle (scale-bar: 50 nm). (c) Performance
comparison of Al/Pd antenna-reactor reactivity in selective acetylene hydrogenation at diﬀerent
illumination (red) and thermal (black) conditions. Adapted with permission from [72]. Copyright
2016 National Academy of Sciences.

In the chemical reaction of acetylene hydrogenation, such engineered
Al-Pd antenna device demonstrated an enhanced selectivity of ethylene/
ethane product ratio under white light illumination, if compared to conventional thermocatalytic reduction (Figure 10(c)) . The antenna-reactor
unit is a modular platform, which can be functionalized to diﬀerent
chemical reactions by tuning the optical response via diﬀerent materials
and geometries [72].
In 2017, Aslam et al [73]. reported work on the engineering of a hybrid,
multi-metallic core-shell plasmonic structure, composed of a monolayer of
platinum (Pt) coated on Ag nanocubes, which act as both light-harvesters
and catalysts (Figure 11(a–c)). The outer layer of Pt has a larger imaginary
dielectric constant, and eﬃciently gathers the electromagnetic energy localized by the cubes of Ag to activate catalytic sites spreading over the outer
layer surface [27,75].
Figure 11(d,e) show that electromagnetic energy captured by Ag core is
eﬃciently transferred to Pt shell. The experiments in [73] prove that the
hybrid core-shell structure improves product selectivity in the preferential
carbon monoxide oxidation process within a hydrogen-rich environment.
This is a crucial reaction process for hydrogen fuel cells [16].
Carbon dioxide hydrogenation is another essential industrial chemical
reaction, producing an equivalent amount of carbon monoxide (CO) and
methane (CH4 ) under pure thermocatalytic conditions. In a recent work
[74], Zhang et al. reported plasmonically photocatalytic Rh=Al2 O3 composite (Figure 11(f)) applied in the carbon dioxide hydrogenation reaction. At
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Figure 11. (a) Dark-ﬁeld scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) image of nanocubes
with randomly distributing orientations. (b) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of Ag
nanocube coated with a monolayer of Pt. (c) Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
elemental line scan. (d) Fraction of absorbing power for pure Ag core-shell structure. (e)
Fraction of absorbing power for Ag/Pt core-shell structure. Adapted with permission from
[73]. Copyright 2017 Nature Publish Group. (f) Schematics of reaction mechanisms of photocatalytic and thermocatalytic CO2 hydrogenation. (g) TEM image of complexly aggregated
phtocatalyst consisting of a rhodium nanocube on Rh=Al2 O3 nanoparticles, scale bar ¼ 100 nm,
inset scale-bar ¼ 25 nm. (h) Selectivity performance of Rh=Al2 O3 at light on/oﬀ conditions.
Adapted with permission from [74]. Copyright 2017 Nature Publish Group.

the high-temperature condition of 350, the Rh=Al2 O3 plasmonic catalysts
can reduce the activation energy of this chemical reaction by 35% and
facilitate the reaction products of methane (CH4 ) by suppressing the formation of carbon monoxide (CO) under light irradiation.
The selectivity of catalytic products is also a function of light wavelengths
. In the same reaction, the Rh=Al2 O3 plasmonic system delivers 86% selectivity rate for CH4 under blue (460 nm) light-emitting diodes illumination,
increasing to 98% when the input light wavelength is changed to ultraviolet
(365 nm). The performance of this catalyst originates from the geometry of
this plasmonic composite, whose sharp corners eﬀectively localize the electromagnetic ﬁelds at ultraviolet frequencies and channel hot carriers into
absorbed chemical ions.
The authors of [74] compared the processes of CO2 hydrogenation in
Rh=Al2 O3 under thermocatalytic and photocatalytic conditions, and found
that the former case produces a similar amount of CH4 and CO by leveraging phonons to activating the chemical bonds of absorbed aldehyde group
(CHO) and carbonyl group CH  Rh intermediates. In solely photocatalytic
conditions, the authors showed that plasmonic excited hot electrons preferentially inject into the anti-boning orbitals of CH  O, simultaneously
lowering the strength of the chemical bond and increasing the production
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rate of CH4 . This work demonstrated that incorporating complex plasmonic
nanostructures into thermal catalysts is a promising strategy to improve the
eﬃciency and selectivity of multi-path chemical reactions.
Photoelectrochemical energy conversion for water splitting and CO2
reduction

The storage of energy is a long-standing problem in the ﬁeld of energy
conversion. For short term and small scales, this issue can be tackled by
batteries and supercapacitors. For the long term and large-scale storage,
chemical fuels such as H2 and other hydrocarbon compounds are more
promising candidates. Compared to the photocatalysis schemes considered
in the previous section, photoelectrochemical (PEC) solar fuel transformation is at the moment a signiﬁcantly more eﬃcient technology [76] .
The embodiment of PEC solar fuel conversion depends on two principal
conﬁgurations (Figure 12). The ﬁrst one (Figure 12(e–g)) is based on the

Figure 12. The evolution paths of photoelectrochemical cell and PV-electrolysis cell systems.
Adapted with permission from [76]. Copyright 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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photovoltaic/electrolyzer (PV/EC) structure. In this conﬁguration, the solar
harvesting module is physically separated from the catalysts (Figure 12(g)),
and the electricity produced by the PV module is delivered to the EC
module by a physical wire. The EC unit is composed of two working
electrodes immersing within electrolytes and coated with diﬀerent functionalized catalysts to perform oxidation and reduction reactions. The second
cell architecture integrates both light-harvesting module and catalysts into
a singular structure (Figure 12(a–c)).
While the decoupled PEC system is considered to possess a higher technology readiness level in the short-to-medium term (10 years), it requires
higher manufacturing and assembling costs, which are projected to stay ten
times higher than hydrogen generation via fossil fuels [77–79]. The integrated cell architecture [80], on the contrary, has a more signiﬁcant potential to delivery renewable fuels such at comparable costs with fossil fuels, and
at such, it is stirring broad research interests [81].
In evaluating the performance of a PEC cell, the photocurrent density is
one of the most critical parameters that determine the solar-to-hydrogen
conversion eﬃciency. Other essential factors are the photovoltage generated
by semiconductors under light illumination, the overpotential (the excess of
potential required to drive the reaction), the ﬁll factor (how fast the saturation photocurrent can be obtained after the onset potential), and the system
stability [76]. For a given incident-photon-to-current conversion eﬃciency
(IPCE), the approach to increase the photocurrent density is to create an
optical black-body absorber. Silicon (Si), as one of the most earth-abundant
and low-cost materials with mature processing technology, is a key candidate. The bandgap of Si at 1.12 eV well matches the solar spectrum, and
sustains a theoretical maximum photocurrent up to 44 mA  cm2 at one sun
irradiation condition and for a perfect absorbing structure [7].
One of the primary limitations to reach this theoretical eﬃciency is the
highly reﬂecting nature of the planar silicon surface. An eﬀective strategy to
overcome this issue is to create a complex textured morphology to reduce
reﬂective and scattered optical losses. Investigated approaches range from Si
nano/microwire [82,83], to Si nano/micropyramids [84,85], and to nano/
microporous Si [86,87].
In 2017, the authors of [88] reported a black silicon photoanode protected
by a thin layer of TiO2 for oxygen production from water. Figure 13(a)
schematically illustrates device architecture. The physical system is manufactured in three main steps: i) the wet etching of a low resistance n-type
silicon, ii) the atomic layer deposition (ALD) of thin TiO2 ﬁlm, and iii) the
loading of cobalt hydroxide (COOH) nanoclusters as the oxygen catalysts.
Figure 13(b) sheds light on the structural details of resulting black Si
surface formed by wet etching. The authors of [88] demonstrate that this
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Figure 13. (a) Graphic illustration of black Silicon (b-Si) photoanode. (b) Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) crossing section image of a black Si photoanode sample. (c) Reﬂection and
scattering spectra of planar Si, b  Si and b  Si=TiO2 . The inset shows camera pictures of
fabricated samples. (d) Comparison of J-V relationship of planar control and diﬀerent b-Si based
photoanodes measured in 1.0 M NaOH electrolyte at 1 sun condition. Adapted with permission
from [88]. Copyright 2017 Nature Publishing Group.

disordered membrane signiﬁcantly increases light trapping and maintains
90% absorption rate for the light spectrum spanning from 300 nm to 1000
nm (Figure 13(c)). The black Si-based photoanode yields 32.3 mA  cm2
saturated photocurrent density at the external bias of 1.48 V measured
respect to a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE), outperforming the planar
reference with an enhancement of 11.3%.
In [88] the authors studied the stability of black-silicon photoelectrodes
and showed that it could be improved from 2 hours to 4 hours by adding
a buﬀer layer TiO2 via atomic layer deposition (ALD). The buﬀer ﬁlm
eﬀectively prevents direct contact between the corrosive alkaline electrolyte
and the b-Si surface.
Another black Si structure applied as a photocathode for hydrogen
production from water is reported in 2018 by Zheng et al. [89]. In this
work, p -type planar silicon is transformed into black through the steps
described in Figure 14(a). The resulting device suppresses light reﬂection
below 5% between the wavelengths of 400 nm and 800 nm. In this system,
a thin TiO2 layer is formed artiﬁcially by inducing graded oxygen defects
within crystalline TiO2 . High-angle dark-ﬁeld-scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images reveal the device structure with
its elemental constituents (Figure 14(b)).
By loading Pd nanoparticles as hydrogen evolution catalysts, the photocathode generates 37.5 mA  cm2 saturated reduction current and 0.8 V
onset potential shift with 100 h stability operating at 10 mA  cm2 in an
alkaline solution with PH ¼ 14 (Figure 14(c)) [89]. This work shows that
b -Si based photocathode has distinct advantages in aspects of broadband
light-harvesting, low-cost fabrication and large surface area for catalyst
loading. If surface defects of the b-Si caused by the wet etching process are
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Figure 14. (a) Assembly procedures of black Si (b-Si) based photocathode. (b) High-angle
annular dark-ﬁeld-scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) picture of a black
Si photocathode. (c) Photoelectrochemical performance of the reference control and diﬀerent
photoanodes with diﬀerent oxygen defect density in 1.0 M NaOH at one sun condition. Adapted
with permission from [89]. Copyright 2018 Nature Publishing Group.

further improved, the b-Si could become a competitive material platform
for functionalizing PEC devices to achieve the eﬃcient transformation of
various solar fuels.
Another recent work [90] reports a novel type Si-based photocathode
characterized by a bifacial design for PEC water splitting. By leveraging the
bifacial structure, the light-harvesting side of nþ npþ Si photocathode is
decoupled with the electrolyzer side, successfully eliminating the eﬀect of
parasitic light absorption, which is normally induced by the loading of the
catalysts [91]. On the opposite side of this photocathode, the structure of
[90] employs Pt catalysts with reduced layer thickness from 15 nm to 5 nm,
allowing incoming photons to traverse the catalyst layer with minimum
optical losses and generate more electronic carriers for executing reactions.
With above-mentioned advantages, the resulting photocathode exhibits
61.20 mA  cm2 in a 1M H2 SO4 under the bifacial one sun illumination
condition, providing the highest solar-to-hydrogen generation rate up to
date.
Cuprous oxide (Cu2 O) is another earth-abundant, nontoxic, p-type
photoactive semiconductor with direct 2eV bandgap covering the light
spectrum window from 300 to 620 nm, which comprises 50% solar photons
in the visible spectrum. Theoretically, photocathode derived from this
material can generate 18% solar-to-hydrogen conversion eﬃciency under
one sun irradiation condition [92]. Compared with Si, Cu2 O has a band
edge position that well matches both H2 and O2 evolution potentials, but it
possesses a lower photocurrent upper limit due to the wide bandgap.
A limitation of Cu2 O is the unfavourable ratio of the optical absorption to
carrier diﬀusion lengths. The typical absorption length for Cu2 O to harvest
the incoming photons is 1 mm, while the minority carrier diﬀusion length
inside Cu2 O is on the scale of 200 nm [93,94]. Another drawback of this
material is the low stability in the liquid solution under illumination, and
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caused by the water redox potential that lies inside the bandgap of monovalent Cu2 O [95].
To overcome above-mentioned problems for Cu2 O, strategies derived
from employing complex light-matter interactions, such as incorporation of
disorder back reﬂectors [96,97], tandem device architecture with structured
Cu2 O media [98–100] and dual-absorbers conﬁguration characterized by
a random surface morphology [92], are investigated.
In [92], Niu et al. reported an extended solar harvester characterized by
dual Cu2 O layers to capture leaked photons. The front layer of this design is
made of electro-chemically grown Cu2 O (EO  Cu2 O), which is responsible
for harvesting the portion of high energy photons from the spectrum region
before 500 nm. The 200 nm EO  Cu2 O is the optimized ﬁlm thickness for
the front cell of dual Cu2 O photocathode, achieving enhanced incidentphoton-to-current conversion eﬃciency (IPCE) in the wavelength region
between 400 nm and 475 nm. The improved performance of the EO  Cu2 O
layer is also attributed to the synergistic eﬀect of enhanced light absorption
caused by random pyramid-shape surface-patterns naturally formed in the
process of electrodeposition, and reduced carrier collection length.
The bottom Cu2 O cell fabricated through the thermal oxidation process
(TO  Cu2 O) is typically 100 times thicker than EO  Cu2 O ﬁlm and the
diﬀusion length of minority carrier within TO  Cu2 O is normally
between 3 μm to 10 μm. With relatively large depletion region, the TO 
Cu2 O is ideal to act as a back layer to recycle the leaked low-energy
photons in the spectral region from 500 nm to 650 nm [93]. This novel
photocathode exhibits 6 mA  cm2 at 0 V versus reversible hydrogen
electrode (RHE), and 0.9 V onset potential versus reversible hydrogen
electrode (RHE) [92].
More recently, the authors of [101] reported a multilayers photocathode
composed of nanostructured Cu2 O nanowires implementing a radial heterojunction with gallium oxide (Ga2 O3 ), shown by Figure 15(a). Top-view
and cross-section of SEM images in Figure 15(b,c) show the irregular shape
of Cu2 O nanowires and their random orientations. By leveraging geometrically disorder structures and the formation of a complex heterojunction
network, broadband light absorption and excited-carrier collection are
improved simultaneously, beneﬁting the photon-to-H2 conversion process.
The Cu2 O based multilayer photocathode assisted with nickel-molybdenum
hydrogen evolution catalysts demonstrates 10 mA  cm2 at 0 V versus
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) and 1 V photovoltage with 100 h stable
operation for water splitting in the buﬀer solution. Based on this improved
Cu2 O photocathode, the authors of [101] realized an unbiased tandem water
splitting system by connecting it with a vanadate (BiVO4 ) photoanode. The
resulting device yields 2.4 mA  cm2 and 3% solar-to-H2 conversion
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Figure 15. (a) Schematic diagram of unbiased oxide tandem solar water splitting device,
containing Cu2 O photocathode and molybdenum-doped BiVO4 photoanode. (b-c) Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) top and side view pictures of disordered Cu2 O nanowire network. (d)
Performance of tandem device tested in 0.2 M potassium borate (pH ¼ 9.0). The inset panel is
corresponding hydrogen and oxygen gas measurement from the Cu2 O photocathode and the
BiVO4 photoanode. Adapted with permission from [101] Copyright 2018 Nature Publishing
Group.

eﬃciency under one sun illumination condition without any supplementary
power, which is the highest eﬃciency reported for an oxide-based PEC
system to date (Figure 15(d)).
The majority of photoelectrodes rely on nanoparticles that, deposited on
their surface, act as catalysts to lower the energy barrier required to perform
the water-splitting reaction [102,103] . The study of this process stimulated
research aiming at developing functionalized nanocomposites that can act
simultaneously as complex near-ﬁelds couplers and catalysts.
In this ﬁeld, Shi et al. [104] developed an ultra-thin photoanode made of
a mono-layer of inlaid Au  NP=TiO2 =Au (Figure 16(a,b)), and reported
a strong coupling condition between the Fabry-Pérot nanocavity modes in
the TiO2 =Au thin ﬁlm and the localized plasmon modes excited in Au
nanoparticles. When light illuminates a thin TiO2 ﬁlm coated on
a substrate decorated by a monolayer of Au nanoparticles, the system
shows weak absorption, as illustrated in the semi-transparent Au  TiO2
sample in Figure 16(d).
Conversely, when gold nanoparticles are inlaid into a thicker ﬁlm of
TiO2 , the surface plasmon resonance supported by the nanoparticles and
the cavity mode supported by TiO2 interact, forming hybrid modes. These
hybrid modes support broadband absorption between 500 nm and 900 nm,
with absorption values as high as 98% for a monolayer of 7 nm inlaid gold
particles. Figure 16(d) shows an image of the sample with a mono-layer of 7
nm inlaid gold particles, visually illustrating the black-body features of this
structure.
A second beneﬁt resulting from strong modes coupling is the more
massive amount of hot electrons transferred from Au nanoparticles to
TiO2 . To examine the practical impact of this eﬀect, the authors of [104]
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Figure 16. (a) Schematic diagram of partially inlaid Au  NP=TiO2 =Au trilayer structure. (b)
Energy-dispersive spectrometry mapping of single Au particle inlaid into TiO2 layer. (c) Graphic
energy-level illustration of strong mode coupling between the Fabry–Pérot cavity resonance in
the TiO2 and the plasmon resonance supported by Au NPs. (d) Image set of real samples.
Adapted with permission from [104]. Copyright 2018 Nature Publishing Group.(e) Schematic
illustration of the Au-Nb core-shell unidirectionally loaded into tubular nanochamber. (f)
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) picture of the Au-Nb core-shell in nanopeapod. (g)
Absorption spectra comparison of diﬀerent nanparticles. Adapted with permission from [105].
Copyright 2018 Nature Publishing Group.

applied their structure in a two-electrodes solar water splitting system,
observing a 1.5 times enhancement in the internal quantum eﬃciency of
the water-splitting reaction. Ultra-thin solar harvester are therefore promising physical systems to implement eﬃcient PEC solar fuel architectures.
To increase the performances of these systems, harvesting both nearinfrared and infrared solar photons is an investigated strategy at the
moment. This frequency range contains nearly half of solar ﬂux power.
The authors of [105] reports a system composed of a complex biomimetic
photocatalyst inspired by natural peapods. The design is realized by
implanting hybrid Au-Nb core-shell nanoparticles into the semiconducting
cavity of nanotubular protonated metaniobate (NNPs) (Figure 16(f)).
Leveraging on the complex geometry characteristics of peapods and the
strong near-ﬁeld inter-antenna coupling originated from these structures,
the light absorption range of this system is extended to the near-infrared
region, as shown by Figure 16(g). The energy collected from NIR photons is
used in this architecture to excite hot electrons via direct electron transfer
process, promoting the chemical reaction of water splitting [105]. To
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examine the energy conversion of the complex NNPs structure at NIR and
IR frequencies, the authors of [105] performed studies on PEC water splitting and compared photoelectrodes made of AuNbHx K1x NbO3 NPPs with
Hx K1x NbO3 nanoscrolls. The photocurrents produced from the NPPs
conﬁguration shows threefold enhancement under the illumination of the
full solar spectrum, and tenfold enhancement under red-NIR illumination.
These results indicate that photons with energy below 1.8 eV are eﬀectively
harvested and used by the NPPs. Mimicking and leveraging on the complexity of natural structures shows to be a promising pathway for developing
eﬃcient photoactive devices .
Similarly to the process of producing clean hydrogen from PEC water
splitting, PEC carbon dioxide reduction is another fast-developing application in this area. The idea is to tackle the problem of excessive greenhouse
gas emission by converting CO2 into high-value hydrocarbon solar fuels,
aiming to build up a sustainable green economy of carbon dioxide
[70,106,107]. Metals such as gold, copper, palladium are the main catalysts
extensively used in designing catalytic chemical fuel conversion systems.
Current researches are exploring complex photonic structures for improving catalyst designs or as substrate materials and studying the possibility of
using a sophisticated form of light-matter interactions to manipulate the
product selectivity over CO2 reduction reactions.
Recently, Zhao et al. [45] reported a system that exploits the incorporation of plasmonic copper (Cu) nanoparticles on the surface of c obalt
tetraoxide (Co3 O4 ) nanotubes to improve the photoelectrochemical reduction ratio of CO2 -to-formate. The Co3 O4 nanotubes decorating the Cu
nanoparticles are characterized by irregular shapes, improving light absorption of Co3 O4 nanotubes via broadband localized surface plasmon resonances. Leveraging on this eﬀect, the device sample yields the generation of
6.75 mmol  L1  cm2 formate acid [108].
In 2018, Kim et al. [109] observed that energetic electrons excited from
surface plasmon decaying in Ag nanostructures can be used to improve the
reactivity of CO2 reduction. The authors employed Ag nanopyramids as
light harvesters to produce hot electrons, which selectively interact with
adsorbed CO2 or its intermediates COOH via strongly localized electromagnetic ﬁelds. Compared with a ﬂat Ag surface, this particular surface
pattern formed by Ag nanopyramids exhibits seven-fold enhancements in
the reaction activity [109].
Other recent work [110] reports that hot holes generated from metallic
nanoparticles can also be collected and exploited to assist the production of
carbon monoxide from the process of PEC CO2 reduction. The authors used
the Au nanoparticles/p-type gallium nitride (GaN) as a photocathode for
executing reduction reactions in a CO2 saturated 50 mM potassium
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carbonate electrolyte, producing (H2 ), (CO) and (CH4 ). When light illuminates the sample surface, complex distribution of Au nanoparticles characterized by random sizes between 4–12 nm strongly localize light energy
near the plasmonic resonance centered at 570 nm. Hot holes excited from
Au nanoparticles are then injected into the valence band of p-type GaN,
suppressing the competing H2 evolution process and enhancing the product
ratio of CO-to-H2 by 20%.
The application of complex photonic systems in PEC based CO2 reduction is the promising research that is yet at an initial stage. Further advances
in the understanding of the ultrafast dynamics of hot carriers, and on the
eﬀects of localized near-ﬁelds with the distributions of reactants and the
formation of intermediates, are expected to stimulate the study and realization of more eﬃcient systems in this ﬁeld.
Discussion

We reviewed the latest advances in complex systems for improving the
eﬃciency of diﬀerent types of photon energy conversion processes in thermal desalination, plasmonic photochemistry, and photoelectrochemical
reactions for water splitting and CO2 reduction. Complex light-matter
interactions occurring in suitably designed optical nanostructures are systematically reported to favor broadband absorption, enhancing carrier
extraction and considerably improving the overall energy conversion
eﬃciency.
The harnessing of plasmonic hot carriers shows substantial improvements in photochemistry reactions, taking advantage from the use of different geometries and diverse degrees of disorder, which contribute to
promoting the injection of carriers within short lifetime frames. The tunability of plasmonic resonances observed in hierarchically assembled plasmonic materials is proven to reduce the activation energy of multi-path
chemical reactions, controlling the selection process of the outcoming
products.
In PEC solar energy conversion systems, the application of complex
photonic structures is proved to boost up the eﬃciency of low-cost semiconductor materials, such as Si and Cu2 O. Combining metallic nanoparticles on photoelectrodes can eﬀectively improve solar energy absorption,
maximizing the number of active sites that participate in the process of
energy harvesting. The enhancement of conversion eﬃciencies in PEC cells
is expected to continuously beneﬁt from the study of novel photonic
materials.
Integrating diﬀerent types of hybrid systems, including photonic crystals,
metamaterials and plasmonic/semiconductor heterostructures, shown to be
a promising route to enhance the eﬃciency of light energy conversion. In
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this ﬁeld of research, a deeper understanding of the physical process of hot
carrier generation, separation and transportation in the presence of complex
photonic architectures is essential for designing eﬃcient future technologies
for photon energy conversion.
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